
  
  

  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

    
 

    
   

    
   

   
 

 
    

  

  
 

  
 

 
   

     
 

 
    

 
     

 
 

    
  

  
     

    
      

     
     

Marine Wildlife Observation Report 
U.S. Geological Survey Research Cruise 2015-604-FA 

Northern Monterey Bay, California 
January 21-22, 2015 

Peter Dartnell, George Tate, Curt Storlazzi 
USGS 

Summary 

On January 21 and 22, 2015, the Pacific Coastal and Marine Science Center of the U.S 
Geological Survey (USGS) conducted a high resolution swath survey collecting bathymetry and 
acoustic-backscatter data in northern Monterey Bay offshore Santa Cruz. The work was 
conducted aboard the 36-foot USGS Research Vessel Parke Snavely out of the Santa Cruz 
harbor. The survey was the third in a series of surveys that will take place over the 2014-2015 
winter season to map changes in Ripple Scour Depressions (RSDs) found in Northern Monterey 
Bay. Davis et al. (2013) showed that there are more than 6,000 RSDs along California and that 
they cover just under 4% of California's State waters, and Hallenbeck et al. (2012) demonstrated 
that RSDs are important habitats for many important benthic species along California. Despite 
their widespread extent in California's State waters and their ecological significance, little is 
understood about their formation and persistence, and thus how they may be impacted by natural 
phenomena (storms) and potential future impacts (sea floor cables, trawling, climate change, 
etc.). This study will begin to map how these seafloor features change over time. This research 
effort and data acquisition has already received authorization through the Monterey Bay National 
Marine Sanctuary under permit MBNMS-2014-029. 

The Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) requires that certain procedures be 
followed when using acoustic sources to collect bathymetry and backscatter data to minimize the 
impact on marine mammals. To comply with the MMPA, the USGS applied for and received a 
Letter of Concurrence (LOC) from the National Marine Fisheries Service, describing the work 
and mitigation protocols to be followed. It was determined that the operating frequency of the 
sonar system (234.5 kHz) is above the cutoff hearing threshold for marine mammals, therefore 
the CSLC determined that the observance of a safety zone is not a requirement for this survey 
(personal communications, K. Keen, CSLC). Also, only one marine wildlife monitor (MWO) 
was required. 

The USGS research cruise 2015-604-FA took place on January 21 and 22, 2015. All 
operations, including transits and surveying took place during daylight hours (0830 – 1800). 
Mapping was completed using a pole-mounted 234-kHz SEA SWATHPlus phase-differencing 
side-scan sonar at survey speeds of 4-6 knots. While at sea, 9 sightings of wildlife were made 
including sea lions, sea otters, harbor porpoises and a whale blow spout. During all wildlife 
sightings the crew did not observe any abnormal behavior and there was no risk of collision. 
Figure 1 shows the location of the 9 sightings and other operational notes in relation to the 
survey track lines. The survey start and end of line positions are given in Table 1. Table 2 



    
  

 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

summarizes the date, time, location, and wildlife observation. Fishing gear (buoys) were 
observed during both days of surveying along the southern edge of the survey area. 
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Figure 1. Marine Wildlife Sightings Map 



  

 
  

    
 

     
     
     
     
     
     

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     

 
     
     
     
     

Table 1. Survey Track Lines 

1/2

Line No. 
SOL EOL 

LAT LON LAT LON 
1/2015 

patch_06 36.93727 -122.01644 36.93968 -122.01095 
patch_05 36.93971 -122.01169 36.93759 -122.01652 
patch_04 36.93791 -122.01662 36.94033 -122.01118 
patch_03 36.94036 -122.01186 36.93803 -122.01718 
patch_02 36.93863 -122.01658 36.94080 -122.01172 
patch_01 36.94098 -122.01206 36.93869 -122.01734 
SQR001 36.92908 -122.01555 36.93843 -122.02934 
SQR002 36.93850 -122.02901 36.92903 -122.01506 
SQR003 36.92977 -122.01465 36.93913 -122.02847 
SQR004 36.93906 -122.02793 36.92986 -122.01431 
SQR005 36.93056 -122.01355 36.94007 -122.02759 
SQR006 36.94014 -122.02729 36.93072 -122.01326 
SQR007 36.93156 -122.01281 36.94095 -122.02658 
SQR008 36.94096 -122.02621 36.93161 -122.01240 
SQR009 36.93238 -122.01178 36.94178 -122.02567 
SQR010 36.94204 -122.02562 36.93246 -122.01148 
SQR011 36.93311 -122.01065 36.94269 -122.02493 
SQR012 36.94248 -122.02407 36.93338 -122.01059 
SQR013 36.93424 -122.01019 36.94351 -122.02390 
SQR014 36.94363 -122.02361 36.93404 -122.00936 
SQR016 36.94449 -122.02271 36.93504 -122.00877 
SQR015 36.93498 -122.00909 36.94435 -122.02297 
SQR018 36.94542 -122.02205 36.93589 -122.00791 
SQR017 36.93574 -122.00813 36.94517 -122.02210 
SQR020 36.94617 -122.02115 36.93665 -122.00713 
SQR019 36.93654 -122.00735 36.94596 -122.02125 
SQR022 36.94675 -122.02033 36.93733 -122.00638 
SQR021 36.93762 -122.00714 36.94665 -122.02050 
SQR024 36.94751 -122.01968 36.93809 -122.00567 
SQR026 36.94758 -122.01801 36.93878 -122.00488 
SQR025 36.93863 -122.00515 36.94806 -122.01905 
SQR028 36.94905 -122.01843 36.93945 -122.00424 
SQR027 36.93933 -122.00447 36.94879 -122.01848 

1/22/2015 
SQR029 36.93970 -122.00328 36.94943 -122.01765 
SQR030 36.94963 -122.01760 36.94010 -122.00350 
SQR031 36.94061 -122.00288 36.95014 -122.01691 
SQR032 36.95015 -122.01664 36.94075 -122.00281 



SQR  033  36.94126  -122.00212  36.95082  -122.01626 
SQR  034  36.95107  -122.01621  36.94143  -122.00200 
SQR  035  36.94203  -122.00181  36.95133  -122.01560 
SQR  036  36.95150  -122.01557  36.94201  -122.00151 
SQR  037  36.94253  -122.00116  36.95216  -122.01551 
SQR  038  36.95201  -122.01495  36.94258  -122.00097 
SQR  039  36.94316  -122.00071  36.95249  -122.01449 
SQR  040  36.95255  -122.01434  36.94305  -122.00028 
SQR  041  36.94361  -122.00002  36.95301  -122.01388 
SQR  042  36.95304  -122.01373  36.94368  -121.99981 
SQR  043  36.94407  -121.99936  36.95354  -122.01328 
SQR  044  36.95356  -122.01309  36.94427  -121.99929 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Obs #   Date Longitude  Latitude  Time (UTC)  Observation  

1  1/21/2015  -122.00288  36.96791  16:35:55   leave dock 
2  1/21/2015  -122.01054  36.95366  17:04:51   transit through survey area looking for fishing gear  
3  1/21/2015  -122.02136  36.93729  17:19:30  sonar on and ramping  
5  1/21/2015  -122.01076  36.93977  17:32:49    1 sea lion on 1-mile buoy, out of water. Distance 100 m off starboard side to the south  
6  1/21/2015  -122.01248  36.93461  20:08:20     harbor porpoise, 15m off starboard bow, swimming to east  
7  1/21/2015  -122.01226  36.93744  20:58:41      sea lion over 100m distance, port side towards northeast  
8  1/21/2015  -122.00770  36.93704  21:44:03   fishing buoys at southern edge of survey area  
9  1/21/2015  -122.00960  36.93808  21:46:48     one sea lion on 1-mile buoy, out of water, 80m distance, starboard side  

10  1/21/2015  -122.00969  36.93961  22:02:25    2 sea lions on 1-mile buoy, out of water, 50-m distance, starboard side, southwest  
11  1/21/2015  -122.01374  36.94584  23:08:59    blow spout 1000m to the southeast  
12  1/21/2015  -122.00843  36.94223  23:12:23   harbor porpoise 150m off bow heading north  
13  1/21/2015  -122.01856  36.94910  23:25:25   sonar off, end of survey for the day  
14  1/22/2015  -122.00259  36.96892  16:26:33   leave dock 
15  1/22/2015  -122.00432  36.94537  16:37:49   transit through survey area looking for fishing gear  
16  1/22/2015  -122.00503  36.93949  16:42:35  sonar on and ramping  
17  1/22/2015  -122.00515  36.93947  16:43:04  crab pot floats along southern edge of survey area  
18  1/22/2015  -122.00995  36.94751  18:05:54    sea lion 50m to port (southeast) leaping in air headed north  
19  1/22/2015  -121.99924  36.94375  19:49:00  sonar off, end survey  
20  1/22/2015  -122.00052  36.95780  19:52:37  transit; sea otter, laying on surface, 20m to starboard  

 

Table 2. Marine Wildlife Observations  



 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: Rippled Scour Depression Study Weather Observation Forms 







 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B: Rippled Scour Depression Study Marine Wildlife Observation Forms 















 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Appendix C: Exhibit H 
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	1 
	1 
	1/21/2015 
	-122.00288 
	36.96791 
	16:35:55 
	leave dock 

	2 
	2 
	1/21/2015 
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	36.95366 
	17:04:51 
	transit through survey area looking for fishing gear 
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	1/21/2015 
	-122.02136 
	36.93729 
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	5 
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	sea lion over 100m distance, port side towards northeast 
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	8 
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	9 
	9 
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	36.93808 
	21:46:48 
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	11 
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	1/21/2015 
	-122.01374 
	36.94584 
	23:08:59 
	blow spout 1000m to the southeast 
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	1/21/2015 
	-122.00843 
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